An optical-fiber chemical sensor (optode) is described for the simultaneous determination of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ mixtures using 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-(diethylamino)phenol immobilized onto XAD-4 (Br-PADAP/XAD-4).
Introduction
Heavy metals may be defined as those when used in reasonable amounts are toxic to human beings and significantly perturb various biogeochemical cycles. 1 The most common heavy metals which fulfil these criteria are zinc and cadmium. Cadmium is a tetratogen and antagonist of other essential elements, among which zinc is included. Cadmium is feto-toxic when combined with low zinc; its toxicity has been associated with stillbirth and various forms of congenital abnormalities. 2 Therefore, it is important to obtain the concentrations of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ simultaneously. Widely used techniques in optical methods for simultaneous heavy metal ions analysis are derivative spectrophotometry, either first- 3, 4 or secondderivatives. 4, 5 The principle advantages of derivative measurements are an improvement in the detectability of minor spectral features (i.e. shoulders) and, in quantitative analysis, a potential reduction in the error caused by the overlap of the analyte spectral band by other bands of unknown or variable intensity. 6 However, if the sensitivities of the reagent towards particular metal ions at different wavelengths are merely proportional, such a derivative technique can not be used in simultaneous measurements.
Other methods involving the simultaneous determination of metal ions involve multivariate calibration techniques, such as partial least squares (PLS) regression, 7, 8 principal components regression (PCR) 7, 8 and artificial neural networks (ANNs). 9 Mixtures of Zn 2+ with other metal ions have also been simultaneously determined by derivative spectrofluorometry. 10, 11 Other fluorometric methods, such as phase-resolved 12 and timeresolved fluorometry, 13 have been demonstrated to be feasible, and have been used for the simultaneous determination of several metal ions in solution. In optode, the simultaneous determination of Cd 2+ and Zn 2+ using a fluorescence spectrometry has been reported, 14 where the analysis was achieved by a significant perturbation in the fluorescence spectrum of the cadmium ligand complex, while the zinc complex only results in an enhancement in the fluorescence intensity, as compared to the ligand alone, using [9-(1′,4′,7′,10′,13′-pentaazacyclopenta decyl)methylanthracene] as the fluorophore. In this paper, reagent 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-(diethylamino)phenol (Br-PADAP) immobilized onto XAD-4 was considered to be the most suitable reagent phase for optode, particularly in a further investigation of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ mixtures in aqueous samples. [15] [16] [17] Its potential for spectrophotometric analysis was evaluated; also, the potential use of a least -squares regression analysis was demonstrated as an alternative for the simultaneous analysis of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ mixtures in aqueous samples.
Experimental

Instrumentation and apparatus
The instrumentation employed in this work was similar to that previously reported, 18 as shown in Fig. 1 . Light from a tungsten-halogen lamp was modulated by an optical chopper (Bentham 218) and set at a frequency of 30 Hz before being focused onto one arm of a bifurcated optical fiber bundle. Light from the distal end of the optical fiber interrogated the sensing region, and the light reflected from the reagent phase was guided along the other arm of the bifurcation to a monochromator (ISA Instruments H-1061), and subsequently detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R446). The signal was enhanced by a current amplifier (Bentham 286) and a lock-in amplifier (Bentham 223), and then synchronized with the chopper-frequency modulator in order to eliminate any interference from ambient light. The output from the lock-in amplifier was then collected by a data-acquisition card housed in a dedicated computer for further data processes.
Flow cells
The design of the flow cell used was similar to that previously reported. 17, 19 It was fabricated from a perspex block with an inlet and outlet tapped in such a way that tube endings (Omnifit) fitted tightly within the thread. The reagent phase was loaded into the central region of the flow cell so that solutions could easily pass from the input to the output. A piece of nylon mesh was placed in front of the outlet tube to prevent the reagent phase from escaping from the flow cell. Optical changes in the flow cell were monitored by a bifurcated optical fiber which had its distal end interfaced with the reagent phase, and held in place by another tube ending (Omnifit) and a piece of rubber tubing. Solutions were passed through the flow cell with the aid of a peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow 202U).
Reagents
All reagents used in this study were purchased from Aldrich. Buffer solutions were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts of sodium acetate, acetic acid (pH 4 -7) or ammonium chloride, ammonia (pH 8 -9) in deionised water. Standard Cd 2+ and Zn 2+ solutions were obtained from Aldrich as nitrate salt, and then diluted with pH buffer for the desired amount of concentration.
Immobilization of Br-PADAP
Br-PADAP was immobilized as reported previously. 17 It was physically immobilized by adsorption onto an XAD-4 polymer (<160 µm diameter particle size) by immersing 0.1 g of the resin in 5 ml of a 0.1% m/v methanolic solution of the reagent for about 8 h. The resulting orange particles were filtered off from the supernatant solution and washed with distilled water before being loaded into the flow cell.
Procedure
The response of the reagent phase towards metal ion solutions was studied using the following method. The buffer solution of the optimum pH for metal ion reaction (in this case, pH 8 was found to be the optimum pH value) was pumped through the flow cell to achieve equilibration with the reagent phase and to obtain a steady baseline. Metal ion solutions at the same pH and of varying concentration were then pumped through for a fixed period of time. The relative reflectance signal at the most sensitive wavelength was then recorded and plotted against the metal-ion concentration to obtain a calibration curve for single metal ion. In this case, the peristaltic pump was found to be optimum at a flow rate of 0.75 ml min -1 .
For kinetic analysis, the use of the reaction rates of Br-PADAP/XAD-4 with each metal ion (Zn 2+ , Cd 2+ and mixtures were investigated by alternately pumping pH 8 buffer (2 min), metal ion solution at pH 8 (5 min, 0 -10 ppm) and 0.1 M HCl (2 min) through the flow cell in order to obtain a reflectance response curve (at desired wavelength) for the chosen concentrations. The reflectance signal was then converted into the slope values so that the reaction rates over the total analysis period could be clearly seen. This was accomplished by taking the first derivative of the original response curves (i.e. difference in the reflectance divided by the difference in time).
Regression analysis
In order to perform a regression analysis, the Microsoft Excel worksheet function LINEST (LINear ESTimation) 20, 21 was used on a set of x, y data points. The general form of the linear equation that can be handled by LINEST is
The xi and y values were entered as an array, and then LINEST returned the array of the regression parameters (mn, , m2, m1, b), plus an array of regression statistics. A 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-or 5-row array may be selected, depending on the required regression statistics. The number of columns in the array is dependent upon the number of xi variables supplied to the input array. The standard error values for the regression coefficient (m1, m2, , mn, are se1, se2, , sen) values and the standard error value for constant b is the seb value. The correlation coefficient and the measurement of the goodness of fit of the data to the regression model is expressed as R 2 ; if xi and y are perfectly correlated (i.e. the difference between yobsd and ycalc is zero) then R 2 = 1. In contrast, an R 2 value of zero means that there is no correlation between xi and y; an R 2 value of less than 0.9 corresponds to a rather poor fit of data to a model. Further details of such parameters and their associated parameters have been described in the literature. 20, 21 The regression coefficients, the standard deviations of the coefficients and the correlation coefficient are the statistical parameters which are used to evaluate the goodness of fit of the regression model to the experimental data. Because it is clear from Eq. (1) that LINEST can be used to find the least-squares coefficients for equations involving more than one x variable (e.g. more than one metal ion), this method of multiple linear regression was employed to derive models for the response of Br-PADAP/XAD-4 for the simultaneous analysis of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ mixtures in aqueous samples.
Results and Discussion
Spectral response
The suitability of Br-PADAP/XAD-4 as a reagent phase for determining mixtures of metal ions via resolving of their complex reflectance spectra was initially investigated by reacting the reagent phase with each metal ion separately and its mixture, and latter looking for differences between the spectra; i.e. the difference spectra of the reagent phase alone and that with the complex form of the metal ion. Figure 2 
nm).
It can be seen that each metal-Br-PADAP complex has a different reflectance spectrum; however, none of the wavelengths is selective for any of the complexes. This means that the response at a particular wavelength (e.g. 585 nm) could be affected by more than one metal ion, thereby excluding the possibility of a simple multiple wavelength calibration, such as first-or second-derivative curves (see inset in Fig. 2) . Therefore, it may be reasonably assumed that the reaction rate of the reagent phase would vary as different concentrations of a second metal ion are added to the original metal-ion solution. This would therefore lend itself to the analysis of metal-ion mixtures at a single wavelength. In order to speed up the analysis time, a kinetic method was used to analyze the reflectance spectra of Br-PADAP/XAD-4 at the optimum wavelength (585 nm) for each metal ion individually, and then following the reaction with binary mixtures simultaneously.
Measurement of single metal ion
The resulting response curves and the corresponding slope data curves for Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. It can be seen that for all of the original response curves, there is good baseline reproducibility. It can also be seen that for the slope curves, the maximum slope occurs at the point at which the metal ions first reach the reagent phase; these slope values may therefore be classed as the initial reaction rates (see inset in Figs. 3 and 4) . After the maximum slope has occurred, the reaction rate decreases until it reaches zero; this corresponds to the saturation plateau on the original response curve as well as the point at which the regeneration process (with 0.1 M HCl) takes a slope in the positive direction.
A calibration curve for each metal ion was constructed using the values of the maximum slope derived from the slope response curves shown in the insets of Figs. 3 and 4. The calibration curves are shown in Fig. 5 . All of the curves show a degree of curvature over the 0 -10 ppm concentration range, and can be successfully described by a second-order polynomial (excellent values of R 2 are obtained). It can be seen that the method is significantly more sensitive to Zn 2+ than Cd 2+ , indicating that the binding ability for Br-PADAP/XAD-4 is dependent upon the type of metal ion present in solution. In this case, the binding ability of Br-PADAP/XAD-4 for the metal ions is higher for Zn 2+ than Cd
2+
, because this is also the same order of the lower ionic radius of Zn 2+ (0.74 Å) than Cd 2+ (0.97 Å). It can also be stated that steric factors have a strong influence on the response of the reagent phase. The larger metal ions would have limited access to the reagent molecules, particularly for those immobilized deeper within the pores of the polymer matrix.
The limit of detection (LOD) for each metal ion was calculated using a previously reported method, 22 where the limit of detection of each metal ion was defined as the concentration at which the signal is equal to the blank signal plus 3s (s = standard deviation). It has been shown that the initial rate method of calibration provides excellent sensitivity, where LODs for Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ were found to be 0.047 and 0.091 ppm, respectively, and very short analysis times (< 30 s without the "dead time"). The values of the maximum slope were therefore considered to be suitable data for an analysis of the metal-ion mixtures, using a single-wavelength with the multivariate calibration technique.
Simultaneous measurement of a binary mixture
In a binary mixture of the Zn 2+ /Cd 2+ system, a five-level factorial design (5 2 ) was used to produce a full set of 25 samples. A three-level set (3 2 ) was derived from this to produce a calibration set of nine samples, along with the remaining 16 samples used for an independent test set, as shown in Table 1 . Calibration curves for each metal ion with fixed concentrations of the other metal ion were constructed using the maximum slope values of the Br-PADAP/XAD-4 response. Calibration curves for each metal ion with fixed concentrations of the other metal ion were constructed using the maximum slope values of 183 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JANUARY 2001, VOL. 17 the Br-PADAP/XAD-4 response, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the sets of calibration curves show an excellent degree of linearity over the low-concentration ranges studied, which is obviously favorable for multiple linear regression. Despite the ability of the LINEST function to deal with non-linear responses, the regression model is made much simpler when higher order polynomial terms (i.e. [M 2+ ] 2 ) are avoided. In this case, the response for each metal ion is more than satisfactorily represented by a linear model. The effect of the presence of a secondary metal ion is also observable, which is manifested as a positive displacement of the curve as the concentration of the ion is increased. This implies that Zn 2+ has a greater influence on the slope response than does Cd 2+ .
The input array for the regression analysis of the Zn 2+ /Cd 2+ mixtures test sets is shown in . The model slope values were then plotted against the experimental slope values in order to investigate the correlation between them, which is shown in Fig. 7 .
An excellent correlation between the experimental and model 184 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JANUARY 2001, VOL. 17 concentrations deviated from the actual concentrations by 10%. The larger relative error observed for the Cd 2+ concentrations is presumably due to the lower sensitivity of the reagent phase for this metal ion. The employment of such a regression model for Zn 2+ /Cd 2+ mixtures has been applied to simulated water samples, as shown in Table  3 . Figure 8 shows the slope response (first derivative) at 585 nm of Br-PADAP/XAD-4 to repeated exposures to 10 ppm Zn 2+ and 10 ppm Cd 2+ at pH 8, with regeneration of the reagent phase using 0.1 M HCl and pH 8 buffer. It can be clearly seen that a very good level of reproducibility of slope is achieved with RSD = 0.23% (n = 6). It is envisaged that the reproducibility would suffer from different batches of Br-PADAP/XAD-4, due to variations in the orientation of the resin bids inside the flow cell (sensor construction) and variations in the amount of Br-PADAP immobilized.
Reproducibility and interference
The effect of foreign ions was studied with only those ions which are suspected as main interferents, because these metal ions would be interact with Br-PADAP/XAD-4, such as Hg 2+ , Pb 2+ , Cu 2+ , Ni 2+ , Co 2+ , Bi 3+ , Al 3+ , Fe 3+ and Ag + ( Table 4) . The interference studies were conducted on the determination of 5 ppm Zn 2+ and 5 ppm Cd 2+ . The results show that the interference from Hg 2+ and Pb 2+ are the maximum, since both metal ions can be complexed with Br-PADAP/XAD-4 under such a condition (pH 8). Therefore, the present work could be expanded for the simultaneous measurement of ternary or more metal ion mixtures, which is currently in progress.
Conclusions
The Br-PADAP/XAD-4 reagent phase has been successfully used for the simultaneous analysis of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ mixtures in aqueous samples. Here, the metal-ion mixtures were measured by a single-wavelength kinetic approach, due to the fact that the close similarity of the spectra did not allow derivative measurements to be made. In this case, the maximum slopes were employed, because these were found to provide excellent sensitivity (LODs < 0.1 ppm) and very short analysis times (< 30 s). It was also demonstrated that the use of least-squares regression facilitates the simultaneous determination of metal ions in mixtures by kinetic methods. Because no explicit model was assumed, it was only necessary to have standard samples (calibration set) similar to those of the actual samples (test set). It has also been seen that multivariate linear regression can be performed with part of an affordable software package (Microsoft Excel LINEST) that can easily be accessed by almost any analytical laboratory, thus negating the need for sophisticated and expensive regression software packages. , ppm (n = 3) n = number of samples. 
